Le Bourget, 22 June 2011
SuperJet International signs an order with Blue Panorama Airlines worth USD 370
million
SuperJet International - a joint venture between Alenia Aeronautica (a Finmeccanica Company) and
Sukhoi Holding – signed an order today with the Italian Blue Panorama Airlines for the purchase of 12
Sukhoi Superjet 100 (SSJ100) aircraft. Based on the list price, the agreement has an estimated value
of USD 370 million.
The deliveries of these SSJ100/95B aircraft will start at the end of 2012. The aircraft interiors will be
provided by the Italian design group Pininfarina.
The Blue Panorama SSJ100 fleet will be also supported by SuperJet International with tailored aftersales solutions beginning with the first delivery.
The first Sukhoi Superjet 100 entered into revenue services with Armavia on April 21, 2011. The
aircraft was put into operation in an extremely short period of time, two days after the official delivery
to the launch customer on April, 19 2011. On June 16, 2011 the SSJ100 entered into commercial
operation with the Russian airline Aeroflot from Moscow to St. Petersburg.
During the first two months of operation the SSJ100 totalized 119 flights and more than 268 hours.
Owing to its economic efficiency and operational capabilities, the aircraft confirmed to be suitable both
to regional and to short-haul routes.

Finmeccanica plays a leading role in the global aerospace and defence industry, and participates in some of the sector’s biggest international programmes through its
group companies and thanks to well-established alliances with European and US partners. A leader in the design and manufacture of helicopters, defence and security
electronics, civil and military aircraft, aerostructures, satellites, space infrastructure and defence systems, Finmeccanica is Italy’s leading high-tech company. It also boasts
significant manufacturing assets and expertise in the transport and energy sectors; it is listed on the Milan stock exchange and operates via a number of group companies
and joint ventures. At the end of March 2011, the Finmeccanica Group had around 74,500 employees, including over 42,200 in Italy, approximately 11,800 in the US,
around 9,700 in the UK, nearly 3,700 in France, over 3,300 in Poland and 1,000 in Germany. Over 85% of the Group’s employees are based in our three “domestic”
markets. As part of its drive to maintain and build on its technological excellence, the Finmeccanica Group spends 11% of its revenues on research and development.

